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Abstract 
We study the complexity of a class of partitioning problems which arise in storage organization 
and scheduling. All our problems are variants of the 2-Dimensional Consecutive Sets problem. 
The 2-Dimensional Consecutive Sets problem is to find for a given set L of strings over an 
alphabet Z a partition of Z into a sequence of sets such that the characters of each string S 
in L occur in exactly ISI consecutive sets of the sequence. All our problems are investigated 
with respect to restrictions concerning the length of the strings in L as well as the size and the 
number of sets in the partition of the alphabet. 
1. Introduction 
A basic problem in connection with strings is to find, for a given set of strings, a 
simple description that reflects some of the properties of the given strings. Such prob- 
lems have applications in various fields, since strings are commonly used to describe 
objects of the real world. In this paper we study the computational complexity of a 
class of such problems. In all our problems we are given a set L of strings over an 
alphabet C. The question then is whether we can find a partition of the alphabet C 
such that the characters of each string in L occur in a given way in the partition. The 
partition then serves as a description of L. Our problems differ in what we actually 
mean by “occur in a given way”. 
Such problems arise e.g. in scheduling and in connection with a search-efficient and 
redundancy-free organization of files on 2-D storages. A classical example of a 2-D 
storage is the multihead drum type storage. Another example is a model for secondary 
storage with parallel capabilities that has been defined recently by Vitter and Shriver 
[9]. The relationship between our problems and file organization in the model of Vitter 
and &river is described in more detail in a later section on applications. 
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The starting-point for our study is the 2-Dimensional Consecutive Sets problem. 
Gosh [3] introduced this problem when he studied the organization of files on a mul- 
tihead drum type storage. Garey and Johnson [2] list the 2-Dimensional Consecutive 
Sets problem in the following form: Given a set {Cl, &, . . . , C,} of subsets of an 
alphabet C, decide whether there exists a partition of C into disjoint sets Xl,&, . . .,X, 
with the following properties: 
_ each set Xi, i E [l : p] has at most one element in common with each set Zj, 
j E [l : m]; 
- for each set Zj, j E [ 1 : m] there exists an index lj E [l : p] such that 
cjC&, U&,+1 U...U&,+lZ,,l-l. 
The complexity of this problem was investigated by Lipsky [4]. He showed that 
2-Dimensional Consecutive Sets is NP-complete even if all given sets Zi, &, . . . , C, 
have size< 5. The problem is polynomial time solvable if each of the given sets 
Zl,Z2,..., C, has size< 2. The complexity of the problem is unknown for sets of size 
3 or 4. One of our results is that 2-Dimensional Consecutive Sets is NP-complete if 
the given sets all have size < 3. 
In this paper we introduce problems which are closely related to the 2-Dimensional 
Consecutive Sets problem, namely, the 2-Dimensional String (2DSt) problem and the 
2-Dimensional Sequence (2DSe) problem. 
The 2-Dimensional String (2DSt) problem asks whether there exists a partition of C 
into disjoint sets Xi,&, . . . ,X, with the following property: 
- For each string S = sis2 . . .Sk in L there exists an index 1 E [l : p - ISI + l] such 
that si E &+i_i for all i E [l : k] (i.e. the characters of each string S occur in ISI 
consecutive sets of the partition). 
The 2-Dimensional Sequence (2DSe) problem asks whether there exists a partition 
of Z into disjoint sets Xi,&, . . .,X, with the property that: 
_ For each string S = sis2 . . . Sk in L there exists indices ji, j2,. . . ,jk with 1 ,< ji < 
j2 < ... < jk < p such that Si E X, for all i E [l : k] (i.e. in contrast to the 2DSt 
problem the characters of each string S need not occur in consecutive sets of the 
partition). 
Our main interest is to study the influence of various natural restrictions to the 
complexity of these problems. The restrictions concern the length of the given strings, 
the size of the sets in the partition, and the number of sets in the partition. Moreover, we 
study 2DSt and 2DSe modulo cyclic permutations, or more generally modulo arbitrary 
permutations. In these variants we only require that for each given string in L there 
exists a cyclic permutation (respectively, arbitrary permutation) of its characters that 
occurs in the sought partition, instead of necessarily the string itself. 
Many of the results in this paper are NP-completeness results. But there are also 
nontrivial cases which are shown to be solvable in polynomial time. E.g. the permuta- 
tion version of the 2DSt problem is polynomial time solvable if the maximum length 
of the strings in L and the maximum size of the sets X1,X2,. . .,X, in the partition of 
the alphabet are constants for the problem. 
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Observe that in both our problems, 2DSt and 2DSe, we require that each set Xi 
of the partition of C contains at most one character of each given string. A lot of 
our results will also hold if we allow each set Xi of the partition to hold at most k 
characters for any constant k E N. 
What, if we vary our problems in that we do not require X1,X,, . . ,X, to be disjoint? 
If, instead, we are looking for any sequence X1,X,, . . . ,XP of subsets of C in which the 
strings of L occur in the given way? In this case, our problems become algorithmically 
even harder. The reason is that these problems are in a sense two-dimensional versions 
of the well known Shortest Common Super-string problem (or the Shortest Common 
Supersequence problem or one of their cyclic permutation or arbitrary permutation 
variants). The Shortest Common Superstring problem (respectively Shortest Common 
Supersequence problem) is the decision version of the problem to find for a given set 
L of strings over an alphabet C a shortest string that contains each string in L as a 
substring (respectively, subsequence). These problems (and their cyclic permutation and 
arbitrary permutation variants) are known to be NP-complete even for very restricted 
classes of instances (see [5,S]). As an example consider the permutation version of the 
2DSt problem which we show to be polynomial time solvable if we restrict the size of 
the sets in the partition Xl ,X2,. . . , X, by a constant. The corresponding problem where 
we allow Xi ,X2, . . . ,X, to be any sequence of subsets of Z becomes NP-complete even 
if we restrict the length of the strings in L by 3 and the size of the sets Xi by 1 (This 
problem is essentially the permutation version of the Shortest Common Superstring 
problem with given strings of length at most 3. It is known to be NP-complete (see 
[51)). 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give formal definitions and 
notations. Applications are given in Section 3. Section 4 contains the results about the 
2DSt problem. Its cyclic permutation variant and the general permutation variant are 
studied in Section 5. In Section 6 we give our results about the 2DSe problem and its 
variants. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of NP-completeness (see [2]) 
and with some basic graph theory. 
2. Definitions and notations 
An alphabet C is a finite set of symbols. A string over C is a finite sequence of 
symbols of C. By 2 we denote the empty string of zero symbols. The concatenation of 
two strings S and T is denoted by ST. The length of a string S = ~1s~. . . Sk, denoted 
by ISI, is the integer k. The set of all strings over C is denoted by C*. The cardinality 
of L is denoted by IL]. 
Given a string S over C, a subsequence of S is any string T that can be obtained 
from S by erasing zero or more symbols from S. A subsequence is called substring of 
S if S is of the form S’TS”, where S’ and S” are strings over C. A character a is to 
the right of a character b in a string S if ba is a subsequence of S. 
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Definition 1. We call a partition X1,X&. . . , X, of an alphabet C a (p, q)-partition if p 
is the number of sets in the partition and q is the maximal size of a set in the partition. 
If we do not want to specify p (or q) then it is called (p, -)-partition (respectively 
(-, q)-partition). 
Definition 2. Let L = {Si, &, . . . , St} be a set of strings over an alphabet C. 
A partition of E into sets Xt ,X2, . . . , X, is called strong L-partition of C if for each 
string S = ~1~2..  Sk E L there exists an index I E [ 1 : p - k + l] such that si E Xl+i_i 
for all i E [l : k]. 
A partition of C into sets Xi ,X2,. . . , X, is called weak L-partition of C if for each 
string S = ~1~2 . . . Sk E L there exist indices jt, j2,. . . ,jk with 1 < jt < j2 < . . . < 
jk < p such that si EXj8 for all i E [I : k]. 
Let us define variants of L-partitions where the given strings in L are considered 
modulo cyclic permutations or arbitrary permutations of the characters. 
Definition 3. Let L = {Sl,&, . . . , St} be a set of strings over an alphabet C. 
A partition of C into sets Xi ,X2,. . . , X, is called strong (weak) cyclic-L-partition of 
C if there exists a set L’ of strings such that L’ contains a cyclic permutation of each 
string in L and X1,X2,. . . ,XP is a strong (respectively weak) L/-partition of Z. 
A partition of C into sets X1,X2,. . .,X, is called strong (weak) permutation-L- 
partition of Z if there exists a set L’ of strings such that L’ contains a permutation of 
each string in L and X1,X2, . . . ,X, is a strong (respectively weak) L/-partition of C. 
Definitions 1, 2, and 3 are illustrated by the following example. 
Example 1. Let Z = {a, b, c, d, e, f} and 
L = { acd, bee, acef, df } , L’ = { dac, fe, cefa, cdb}, L” = {cad, cda, dfc, bee, ecf }, 
L”’ = {adf, be, bee, acd}, L” = cfad, cfa, bd, ec}, Lv = {afd, caf, beef }, 
Xl = {a, b}, X, = {c}, X, = {dYeI, X4 = {f ). 
Then, xl,&,&,& is a 
i. strong (4,2)-L-partition of C; 
ii. strong (4,2)-cyclic-L/-partition of C; 
iii. strong (4,2)-permutation-L”-partition of C; 
iv. weak (4,2)-L”‘-partition of C; 
v. weak (4,2)-cyclic-L’“-partition of C; 
vi. weak (4,2)-permutation-LO-partition of Z. 
Now, we introduce the problems that we investigate. 
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Definition 4. 2-Dimensional String (2DSt): 
Instance: A set of strings L over an alphabet C. 
Question: Is there a strong L-partition of C? 
Cyclic 2-Dimensional String (Cyclic-2DSt): 
Instance: A set of strings L over an alphabet C. 
Question: Is there a strong cyclic-L-partition of C? 
Permutation 2-Dimensional String (Permutation-2DSt): 
Instance: A set of strings L over an alphabet C. 
Question: Is there a strong permutation-L-partition of C? 
2-Dimensional Sequence (2DSe): 
Instance: A set of strings L over an alphabet C. 
Question: Is there a weak L-partition of C? 
Cyclic 2-Dimensional Sequence (Cyclic-2DSe): 
Instance: A set of strings L over an alphabet C. 
Question: Is there a weak cyclic-L-partition of C? 
Permutation 2-Dimensional Sequence (Permutation-2DSe): 
Instance: A set of strings L over an alphabet C. 
Question: Is there a weak permutation-L-partition of C? 
Remark. The Permutation-2DSt problem is essentially the 2-Dimensional Consecutive 
Sets problem if we assume that no character occurs twice in one of the strings in 
the given set L. But this is not a severe restriction. Observe, that there is trivially no 
strong permutation-L-partition if a character occurs twice in one of the strings in L. 
Obviously, this can be tested in polynomial time. 
Now, we define restrictions of our problems. The restrictions regard the length of 
the given stings as well as the size and the number of the sets in the partition of the 
alphabet. 
Definition 5. For x equal to “-” or “W or “cI”, for an c1 E N, and y equal to “-” or 
“S” or “/-I”, for a fi E N, and k E N define: 
k - (x, y)-2-Dimensional String (k - (n, y)-2DSt): 
Instance: A set L of strings of length < k over an alphabet C. Further, 
if x is equal to “W’, a constant tl < /Cl and, 
if y is equal to “s”, a constant /? d ICI. 
Question: Is there a strong (p, q)-L-partition of C such that 
(i) For p we have 
Case 1: If x is equal to “W or “a”, then p 6 CI. 
Case 2: If x is equal to “-“, then p is arbitrary; 
(ii) For q we have 
Case 1: If y is equal to “S” or “p’, then q d /?. 
Case 2: If y is equal to “-“, then q is arbitrary. 
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For the other problems from Definition 4 we define this notion analogously. Note 
that the difference between “N” and “c? (respectively, “S” and “P,‘) is whether 01 
(respectively, /I) is given in the instance of the problem or whether it is a constant for 
the problem. 
Example 2. (3, S)-Permutation3DSt denotes the following problem 
Instance: A set of strings L over an alphabet Z. A constant /3 E N. 
Question: Is there a strong (3,/I)-permutation-L-partition of C? 
Remark. The (N,S)-2DSe problem is essentially the Precedence Constrained 
Scheduling problem. The Precedence Constrained Scheduling problem is to decide, 
for a given set T of tasks with length 1, a partial order on T, a number m of proces- 
sors and a deadline d whether there is a schedule for m machines for T that meets the 
deadline d, and obeys the precedence constraints given by the partial order (conf. [2]). 
To see that (N,S)-2DSe is essentially the Precedence Constrained Scheduling prob- 
lem, consider for a set of strings L the directed graph G(L) = (Z,E) with nodeset C 
and (a,b) E E iff ab is a subsequence of any string in L. The nontrivial instances of 
the (N,S)-2DSe problem have the property that the graph G(L) is acyclic. Otherwise, 
there can be no weak L-partition of C. It can be tested in polynomial time whether 
G(L) is acyclic. 
If G(L) is acyclic we can define a corresponding partial order “ <” on the alphabet 
C in the following way: 
For two characters a, b E C, a # b let a < b if there exists a directed path from a 
to b in G(L). 
Consider C as a set of tasks C with partial order <. Then there exists a /I-processor 
schedule for Z of length a that satisfies the partial order < iff there exists a weak 
(a, /I)-L-partition of Z. 
The Precedence Constrained Scheduling problem has been investigated intensively 
(see e.g. [6]). For this reason we will not consider the 2DSe problem further in this 
paper. It should be noted that it is still open whether the Precedence Constrained 
3-Processor Scheduling problem is NP-complete or polynomial time solvable. Hence, 
it is open whether the (N,S = 3)-2DSe problem is NP-complete or polynomial time 
solvable. 
3. Applications 
We start with an application of the (IX,/?)-Permutation-2DSe problem. Vitter and 
Shriver [9] recently proposed a two-level memory model for external storage with 
parallel block transfer capabilities. In their model an external storage consists of a 
number of disks denoted by DI, Dz, . . . , D,. Each disk is partitioned into jI consecutive 
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tracks, each capable of storing one block of information. Parallelism appears in the 
model in two ways: 
_ A whole block of information can be transfered concurrently between the primary 
storage and a disk in one input or one output operation. 
_ In one input operation (output operation) a whole block of information can be read 
from (respectively, written to) each of the GI disks in parallel. 
Let us assume that we are given a set of files, each of which consists of a sequence 
of different blocks of information. It is possible that blocks with the same information 
occur in different files. Each block is denoted by a character from an alphabet C. 
Blocks which contain the same information are denoted by the same character. Hence, 
each file can be characterized by a string over C. 
Now, the problem is whether we can store the ICI different blocks of information on 
the disks such that no block is stored twice and such that each disk contains at most 
one block from each file. The first condition states that no redundant information is 
stored. The second condition guarantees that it is possible to read all blocks of any of 
the given files in one input operation from the disks. It is easy to see that the problem 
to decide whether the blocks can be arranged as required on the disks is essentially the 
same as the (a,B)-Permutation-2DSe problem. This paper is also helpful for studying 
the case where each disk is allowed to hold at most k blocks from each file for any 
constant k E N. Some of our proofs can easily be adopted to this case. 
Let us now consider an application of the (c(, j)-2DSe and (a, /3)-2DSt problems. 
Let us assume that we have a linear array of a processors 91,9’2,. . ,9,. Processor 
ppi is linked with its two neighbors CY-1 and Y;+i, i E [2 : a - 11. Processors 9, and 
YX have only one neighbor. Each processor has a local disk. We are given a set of 
programs PI, P2,. . . , P,,. Each program is a sequence of tasks. Let { 7’1, T2,. . . , Tm} be 
the set of tasks that occur in the programs. Each task I; uses a block of data Bi. The 
datablocks are stored on the local disks. That means that a task Ti can be performed 
on processor Yj only if datablock Bi is stored on the local disk of Y,,. For simplicity 
we make the following assumptions 
- All tasks need the same computation time t on each processor. 
- Each processor can perform at most one task at a time. 
- Different tasks use different datablocks. 
- Each program consists of at most a tasks which are all different. 
_ All datablocks have the same size. 
_ Each disk can store at most fl datablocks. 
Our aim is to execute the given programs by pipelining them through the processor 
array. A program starts on 9’1 and ends on Y,,,. A processor 9i gets a program from 
its neighbor pi_1. Then processor 9i performs the next task of the program that has 
to be performed, if 9: has the corresponding datablock stored on its disk. Otherwise, 
pi is idle. After time t the program is transfered to processor Yi+l. Our problem is 
now whether we can store the datablocks on the local disks such that no block is 
stored twice and such that all programs can be executed in the pipelined manner. This 
problem is essentially the (a,b)-2DSe problem. If we now require additionally that no 
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program passes an idle processor between the computation of its first and last task, 
i.e. if the first task of a program consisting of k tasks was performed by Pi then the 
jth task is performed by processor Bi+i_i for all j E [l : k]. Obviously, this is the 
(a, /I)-2DSt problem. 
Finally, let us give an application from production planning for the (a, p)-Permuta- 
tion-2DSe and (~1, P)-2DSe problems. Consider the design of a production line on 
which different types of workpieces can be produced. To produce a workpiece it is 
necessary to perform a set of operations on it. Assume that at most /3 operations 
are necessary to produce any workpiece. Assume further, that there are ~1. /? different 
kinds of operations altogether. The production line is to be designed as a sequence 
of machines. Each of these machines can be prepared such that it can perform at 
most CI different kinds of operations. To allow a constant speed of the production line 
a machine can perform only one of its operations on a workpiece or it can let the 
workpiece pass unchanged. The problem is now to create a production line with only 
/I machines. Notice, that it is not possible to use fewer than /I machines since each 
machine can perform at most tl kinds of operations and there are u*P kinds of operations 
altogether. Now, the CI. p kinds of operations must be distributed over the fi machines 
such that all of the given types of workpieces can be constructed on the production 
line. Hence we have to find an (X,/I)-partition of the sets of operations such that no 
set of the partition contains two operations that have to be performed on the same 
workpiece. Obviously, the corresponding decision problem is the (a, /I)-Permutution- 
2DSe problem. If, in addition, the operations on each given type of workpiece have to 
be done in a prescribed sequence the corresponding decision problem is the (~1, fi)-2DSe 
problem. 
4. The 2DSt Problem 
This section deals with the 2DSt problem. The results of this section are summarized 
in Table 1. We start with a lemma that allows us to identify several polynomial solvable 
cases. 
Lemma 1. Let L be a set of strings over an alphabet C. Let G(L) = (Z,E) be the 
directed graph with (a, b) E E iff ab is a substring of some string in L. Let G’(L) 
be the underlying undirected graph of G(L) (i.e. G’(L) = (C,E’) with {a, b} E E’ ifs 
(a, b) E E or (b, a) E E). If G’(L) is connected then 
(a) Zfa strong L-partition of C exists then exactly one strong L-partition XI,&, . . . , 
X, of C with Xl # 0 #X, exists. 
(b) If a strong L-partition of C exists then it can be found in polynomial time. 
Proof. We give a polynomial time algorithm that outputs a strong L-partition Xi,&, . . . , 
X, of .Z with Xi # 8 # X,, if it exists. Otherwise, the algorithm outputs “No”. A simple 
observation leads us to find such an algorithm: If Xi,&, . . . ,X, is a strong L-partition of 
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C then, for each (a,b) E E, a E Xi iff b E Xi+, for an i E [I : p - 11. This observation 
together with the connectivity of G’(L) implies that at most one strong L-partition of 
C with Xt # 0 # X, exists. 
Algorithm. Strong L-partition for a set of strings L with connected graph G’(L) 
Input: A set L of strings over an alphabet Z for which the graph G’(L) is connected. 






Construct the graph G(L) = (C,E). Let IEl = n and let all edges in E be 
unmarked. Let XI ,X2, . ,X, and Xn+2,X,,+3,. . . ,J&,+l be empty sets and X,,+l = 
{u} for an a E C. 
Until all edges in E are marked do 
Let e = (a, b) be an unmarked edge in E with a E X, or b E Xi for an 
i E [2 : 2n]. 
- Since G’(L) is connected, such an edge exists. 
If a E Xi then Xi+* :=X,+1 U (6) 
else Xl_1:=Xi_1 U {u}. Mark edge e. 
If there are a E Z and i, j E [l : 2n + 11, i # j with a E Xi and a E Xj then 
output “No” and STOP 
else let q,r be such that X1,X2,. . . ,&__I and &+1,X,.+2,. . ,X2n--1 are empty sets 
and Xq,Xq+l,..., X, are not empty (it follows from the construction in (2) that 
this is possible), output “Xg,Xq+l,. . . ,X,“, and STOP. 
It is not difficult to show that the algorithm works correctly and in polynomial time. 
n 
Lemma 2. (a,S)-2DSt is polynomial time solvable for cx E N. 
Proof. We give an algorithm that decides (a,S)-2DSt in polynomial time for each 
constant CI E N. We assume w.1.o.g. that each character of C is contained in at least 
one string of L. The idea of the algorithm is that each connected component has at 
most one partition and the problem is to see if they can be combined to yield an 
(c(, P)-partition. 
We introduce the following notion: For a k-tuple T = (it, i2,. , ik) E Ni and an inte- 
ger c > k a derived c-tuple of T is any c-tuple of the form (0,. . . ,O, il, iz,. . . , ik,O,. ,O). 
Algorithm. Strong (a, j)-L-partition 
Input: A set L of strings over an alphabet C where each character of C is contained 
in at least one string of L. An integer p E N. 
Output: “Yes” if there exists a strong (Q/I)-L-partition of C. Otherwise, “No”. 
Method. 
(1) Construct the directed graph G(L) = (C, E) with (a, b) E E iff ub is a substring 
of some string in L. 
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(2) Let G’(L) be the underlying undirected graph of G(L). Construct the connected 
components Gi = (Ci,Ei) of G’(L) where i E [l : h] for an h E N. - Notice, that 
Cl,~2,.. . , Ch is a pahhn of EC. 
(3) Construct the partition Lr ,Lz, . . . , Lh of L such that all strings in Lj contain only 




For each i E [l : h] do 
According to Lemma 1 compute a strong Li-partition Xi:,Xi,. . . ,Xli of Ci with 
Xj # 8 for j E [l : ai] if it exists. - Notice, that by Lemma 1 there is at most 
one such partition. 
If there is no such partition or ai > CI for an i E [l : h] then output “No” and 
STOP 
else let Tj = (kf , ki, . . . , k:,) be the tuple of the sizes of the sets in the partition 
x&x;‘, . . .) XL,, i.e. kj = IX/l for i E [l : h], j E [l : ai]. 
Let Y be the set of all a-tuples with components in [0 : p]. 
For each i E [ 1 : h] do 
For each tuple T E Y do 
Decide whether there exists for all j E [l : i] a derived a-mple Ti of TJ 
such that T = Tf + Ti + . - - + T; (addition is done by components). 
If such a tuple exists set a variable UT;~ := TRUE 
else set VT;~ := FALSE. 
If u,T;h =TRUE for a tuple T E F then output “Yes” 
else output “No”. 
STOP. 
It is not hard to see the correctness of the algorithm. Clearly, the set of edges of the 
connected components of G, namely Zr, &, . . . , zh, form a partition of C. No string in 
L can contain characters from two different sets &. Hence, the set L can be partitioned 
into sets Li, Lz, . . . ,Lh where Li, i E [ 1 : h] is a set of strings over ci and ci, &, . . . , Ch 
is a partition of C. By Lemma 1 there is at most one strong Li-partition of Ci into 
nonempty sets for each set Li. Obviously, if there is no strong Li-partition of Ci into 
at most d nonempty sets then there can be no strong (a, -)-L-partition of C. If we 
have for each i E [ 1 : h] a strong (a, -)-&-partition of Zi, then it remains to decide, 
whether these partitions can be combined to form a strong (a,/?)-L-partition of C. This 
is done in step (5). 
Steps (1) to (3) can obviously be done in polynomial time. By Lemma 1 step (4) can 
be done in polynomial time. To see that steps (5) and (6) can be done in polynomial 
time, observe that there are (/?+ 1)” tuples in Y where 0: is a constant for our problem. 
Further, for each tuple Tj, j E [l : h], there are at most CI derived ol-mples. Hence, to 
decide whether uT;i must be set TRUE we only have to compute for all T’ E 9 with 
Y~~;i-l =TRUE and for each derived a-tuple 7” of Tj whether T = T’ + T: holds. 0 
The following lemma is easily shown with the help of Lemma 1. (( -, -)-2DSt 
requires combination of the partitions of the connected components without restriction; 
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(N, -)-2DSt requires a combination of (a, -)-partitions of the connected components 
without restrictions on the size of the sets of the partions: this is easy as well. So on.) 
Lemma 3. (-, -)-ZDSt, (N, -)-ZDSt, (-,S)-2DSt, and (N, 1)-2DSt are polynomial 
time solvable. 
Lemma 4. 2-(N, P)-2DSt is NP-complete for each /I > 2. 
Proof. The proof is done only for p = 2. It is easy to extend the proof to any /l > 2. 
We reduce 3-Partition to our problem. Let B E N, A = {al,a2,. . .,a,,} with n = 
3m, m E N and for all i E [l : n] a size s(ai) E N with :B < s(ai) < ;B be an 
instance of 3-Partition. Recall that 3-Partition asks whether there exists a partition of 
A into sets Al,&, . . . ,A,, each of size 3, such that x0,+, s(aj) = B holds for all 
i E [l : m]. We construct a set L of strings as follows: For all i E [l : n] let Li be the 
set of all substrings with length two of the following string 
c; c; . . . c&, ). 
Let L’ be the set of all substrings with length two of the strings 
zlyly2...yBz2yB+lyB+2...y2Bz3 . . . zmY(m-l)B+lY(m-l)B+2.. . YmBzm+l 
and 
Xl YI Y2 ...YBXZyB+lYB+2...Y2BX3 ... ~mY(m-l)B+1Y(m-1)B+1 ~~~Y~B&I+I~ 
NOW let L = (UiEli:nlL,) U L’ and C = {c; 1 i E [l : n],j E [l : s(ai)]} U {Yi 1 
i E [l : mB]} U {Zi,Xi 1 i E [l : m + 11). By the construction of L for each strong 
(mB + m + 1,2)&partition of C the following holds: 
Xl x2 x3 
zl Yl . . . YB z2 YB+l . . . YZB z3 . . . 
E x1 E x2 . . . EXB+l EXB+2 EXB+3 . . . EXZ(B+1) EX2(B+l)+l .., 
-%I &+1 
. . Zm Y(m-l)B+l . . . YmB G?t+1 
. . . E X(m-l)(B+l)+l E &?I-l)(B+1)+2 . . . E Xm(B+l) E &(B+l)+l 
Therefore the characters c{, ci, . . . , c&,) must be contained in a block of s(ai) sets in 
a strong (mB + m + 1,2)-l-partition of C for all i E [l : n]. No two of the characters 
Ct>C;Y..>Cf(o,~ can be in the same set of the partition. This is possible only if there 
exists a partttion of A into sets A,,&, . ,A, each of size 3 with C,,,, s(aj) = B for 
all i E [l : m]. 
The other direction of the proof is easy to see. 0 
The results of this section are summarized in Table 1. Our results show that when 
one of N or S is unconstrained, combination of partitions of connected components is 




P is polynomial time solvable; NPc is NP-complete. 
“L. i”, “C. j” indicate corresponding lemma (resp. corollary). 
The results written in bold-face imply the other results. 
easy. If both S and N are restricted the problem becomes hard unless N is a constant 
orS=l. 
5. Cyclic-2DSt and Permutation-2DSt 
In this section we consider the cyclic permutation and arbitrary permutation variants 
of the 2DSt problem. The results of this section are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. 
For the NP-completeness proofs we use reductions from several NP-complete problems 
this is due to the different nature our problems show for the various restrictions. 
Lemma 5. 2-Permutation-2DSt, 2-(N, -)-Permutation-2DSt, 2-Cyclic-2DSt, and 
2-(N, - )-Cyclic-2DSt are polynomial time solvable. 
Proof. Let L be a set of strings with length 2 over an alphabet C. It is easy to see 
that there is a strong L-permutation-partition iff there is a strong (2, -)-permutation-L- 
partition of C (Hint: If Xl , . . . ,& is a strong permutation-partition then X = lJi even 
J&p y = Ui uneven Xi is a strong (2, -)-permutation-partition). But this is the case iff 
the graph G = (C,E) with {a, b} E E iff ab E L or ba E L, is bipartite. Since it is 
polynomial time testable whether a graph is bipartite or not, the lemma is proved. The 
proof for the cyclic variants is the same, since each permutation of a string with length 
2 is a cyclic permutation. 0 
Lemma 6. 3-(,-)-Permutation-2DSt and 3-(,-)-Cyclic-2DSt are NP-complete. 
Proof. The proof is given only for 3-(-,-)-Permutatiow2DSt. The proof for 3-(-,-)- 
Cyclic-2DSt is similar. We reduce not-all-equal 3-SAT to our problem. Let a set %? = 
{Cl,C2,...3 Cm) f 1 o c auses each of size 3 over a set V = {VI, IQ,,. . . , u,} of variables 
be an instance of not-all-equal 3-SAT. Recall that not-all-equal 3-SAT asks whether 
there is a truth assignment of the variables in V such that each clause in V? contains at 
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least one true and one false literal. We now construct a set L of strings with length 
d 3. For i E [ 1 : n] define a “truth-setting-string” 
For each clause Cl E q: Let Cl = {Xh,Xi,Xj}, h < i < j, where xh = oh if vh E Cj 
and xh = tih if 6h E Cl (analogously for Xi, Xj ) and define 
T; = X,,C;, Tf = XiCf, T: =XjC:, Tp = C'C2C3 I I 1. 
Now set L = {Si 1 i E [l : n]} U {T{ ) 1 E [I : m],j E [l : 41) and Z = {Vi,Vi 1 i E 
[l : n]} u {c),c~,c~ 1 I E [l : ml}. We show: 
There is a strong permutation-L-partition of C iff there exists a truth assignment of 
V satisfying (8 such that each clause contains at least one true and one false literal. 
Let 4 32, . . . ,X, be a strong permutation-L-partition of C. Define the following truth 
assignment of V: For all i E [l : n] let the variable ni E V be true (false) iff vi (Vi) is 
an element of a set Xj with even index j. 
Due to the string Si in L we have that vi and Vi must be elements of two neighboring 
sets of the partition. One of these two sets has an even index and the other one has 
an odd index. Therefore, one of Ui and V, has been set true and the other false. Hence, 
we have defined a truth assignment of V. Due to the string T/, for each clause Cl = 
{x~,x~,x~} E 97, h < i < j we have that Xh and c; must be elements of neighboring 
sets of the partition. The same holds for xi, cf, and xj, cf. Due to Tp at least one of 
the characters c;, cf, c: is an element of a set with even index and at least one is an 
element of a set with odd index. As a consequence, the same holds for the characters 
xh,xi,xj, i.e. each clause contains at least one true and one false literal. 
On the other hand, let a truth assignment of V be given satisfying %? such that there 
is at least one true and one false literal in each clause. Let 
Xl = 0 
X2 = {.q 1 xi = vi and vi is true or xi = Ui and Ui is false} 
X3 = {xi I xi = vi and II~ is false or xi = fii and pi is true} 
X, = 0. 
For 1 = 1,2,. . . ,m perform the following operation: Let Cl = {xh,xi,xj}, h < i < j. 
C‘use 1: Two literals in Cl are true. W.1.o.g. these are xh and x,. 
Set Xr = Xt U {c:}, X3 =X3 U {c,‘} and X2 =X2 U {cf}. 
Case 2: There is only one true literal in Cl. W.1.o.g. xh and Xi are false. 
Set X2 = X2 U {cf}, X~=X~U{C~} and X3=X3U{c:}. 
Then, the resulting sets Xt,X2,X3,Xh form a strong permutation-L-partition of C. 0 
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Lemma 7. 3-(04 -)-Permutation-2DSt and 3-(a, -)-Cyclic-2DSt are NP-complete for 
ci 2 3. 
Proof. The proof can be done similar to the proof of Lemma 6 but using a reduction 
from exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT instead of not-all-equal 3-SAT. Details are left to 
the reader. 0 
We show in the following that k-( -, j)-P ennutation-2DSt and k-( -, P)-Cyclic-2DSt 
are polynomial time solvable for all constants k, /? E N. The method which we use 
in the proof is similar to a method introduced by Saxe for showing that the problem 
to decide whether a graph has bandwidth < k is polynomial time solvable for each 
constant k E N [7]. Bodlaender [l] used this method to find uniform emulations of 
connected graphs on a path. Our notion is adopted from him. 
Let k,p E N be given. We need the following definitions. 
Definition 6. Let L be a set of strings over an alphabet Z. G*(L) is the graph with 
nodeset C and edgeset E, where {a, b} E E if a string S in L exists that contains a and 
b, a # b. For X c C let N(X) = {b E C 1 a E X, {a, b} E E} be the set of neighbors 
of X in G*(L). 
Definition 7. Let L = {S,,&. . . , St} be a set of strings with length < k over an 
alphabet C. For C’ c C and a partition X1,X,, . . ,Xl of C’ we call X1,X,, . . . ,X1 a 
partial strong (-, p)-permutation-L-partition of Z if the following holds: 
1. 1x1 < /3 for i E [l : I]. 
2. If S E L and a character of S is an element of Xj for a j E [l : Z] then one of 
the following cases holds: 
Case 1: There is a h E [0 : I - ]Sl] such that all characters of S are contained in 
the set Xh+i U Xh+2 U . . . U Xh+lq and in every set Xh+i,Xh+2,. . ,&+pj there is exactly 
one character of S. 
Case 2: There is an i E [ 1 : 11 such that in every set Xi, Xi+i, . . . ,X1 there is exactly 
one of the characters of S and no character of S is contained in one of the sets 
x,,x,,. . .,xi_,. 
A partial strong (-, p)-permutation-L-partition X1,X2,. . . ,X1 of C is feasible if there 
is a strong (-, p)-permutation-L-partition of C of the form X1,X2,. . . ,Xl,Xr+t,. . .,X, 
for a p 2 1. For a partial strong (-, fl)-permutation-L-partition X1,X2, . . . , Xl of Z we 
call (N(Xl)n(Xl_i UXl_2 U.. .UXmax{l,l--(k--l)}),X~) the active region of X1,X2,. . . ,X1. 
For a subset X c C that is an independent set in the graph G*(L) of size < /I and 
X’ c N(X) we call (X’,X) an active region of G*(L). If (X’,X) is an active region 
of G*(L) then the set of all nodes in C that are connected to a node in X by a path 
that does not contain a node in the set N(X) -X’ is called a basis of (X/,X). 
Note, that by definition each active region of a partial strong (-, /?)-permutation-L- 
partition of C is an active region of G*(L). 
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Proposition 1. Let L be a set of strings with length 6 k over C. If X1,X2,. . ,X1 is 
a partial strong permutation-L-partition of C and x E N(X,) then we have either 
x 9 &Xi or x E XI-1 UX/-2 U. . . UX,,,{l,j--(k-l)}. 
Proof. If x E N(Xl) there exists a z E Xl and a string S E L that contains x and z. 
The proposition now follows from Definition 7. 0 
Proposition 2. Let L be a set of strings with length 6 k over an alphabet C. Suppose 
G*(L) be connected. If X1,X2,. . . ,X, and Y,, Y2,. . . , Y, are two partial strong (-, /3)- 
permutation-L-partitions of C with the same active region r, then: 
‘. UiE[l:l]x = UiE[l:m] Yi = basis of the active region r. 
2. x,,x, )...( Xi is feasible ifs Y,, Y2,. . . , Y,,, is feasible. 
Proof. We have r = (N(Xl)fl(Xl_, UXl_2U... UX,,,{~,~-(,-I)}),X~). Further, & = Ym 
andZ= N(X~)n(X~_l~X~_2~...UXmax{l,~_~k-~~l)= N(Y,)II(Y,_,UY,_~U...U 
Ymax{ ~-(k- 1)) ). We show: 
(1) The basis of r is a subset of &, X,. 
Let x be an element of the basis of the active region r. By definition there is a 
path W in G*(L) from x to a node z E Xl such that W does not contain any node of 
N(Xl) - 2. Assume x $?’ l_lf=, Xi. 
Let x’ be the last node on the path W from x to z that is not contained in lJf=, Xi and 
x” be the successor of x’ in W. Since {x’,x”} is an edge in G*(L) there is a string S 
in L that contains x’ and x”. Since Xi, X2 , . . . , Xl is a partial strong (-, /?)-permutation- 
L-partition of C there must be a character x”’ of S in Xi. Therefore, x’ E N(Xl). By the 
assumption x’ @ N(Xl)-Z, i.e. x’ E Z and thus x’ E Xl-1 UX~_2U...UXmax{l,l_(k_-l)). 
This is a contradiction to our assumption. We show: 
(2) lJf=, Xi is a subset of the basis of r. 
Let x E lJ:=, Xi. If x E Xl then x is an element of the basis of r. Assume x #Xl. 
Since G*(L) is connected there is a path W from x to a node z E Xl. Since x $ Xl 
there must be a node from N(Xl) in W. Assume that each path from x to a node in 
Xl contains a node from N(Xl) - Z. 
Then there is a node x’ in W that is contained in N(Xi) - Z. From Proposition 1 
we have x’ q! uf=, Xi. Let x” be the first node in W that is not contained in lJf=, Xi, 
and let x”’ be the predecessor of x” on W (it exists since x # x”). Further, let W’ be 
the subpath of W from x to x”‘. Then there is string S E L that contains x” and xl”, 
Since Xl, X2,. . . , XI is a partial strong (-, /I)-permutation-L-partition of C there must 
be a character x’” of S in Xl. But then {x”‘,~‘“} is an edge in G*(L). This implies that 
W’x’” is a path (assumption, x’” is not contained in W’) from x to the node x” E Xl 
that does not contain a node from N(Xl) - Z. This contradicts our assumption. 
Now, 1. follows from (1) and (2). If X1,X2,. . . , X/ is feasible then there exists a 
strong (-, /I)-permutation-L-partition of C of the form Xi, X2,. . ,Xi, Xl+, , . . . ,X, for a 
p > 1. It is easy to see that Yl, Y2,. . . , Y,,Xl+i,. . . , X, is also a (-, &-permutation-L- 
partition of C and thus is feasible. Hence, 2. holds. 0 
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Definition 8. Two partial strong (-, fi)-permutation-L-partitions of Z are equivalent if 
they have the same active region. 
Lemma 8. For all constants k, fi E N, k-( -, /?)-P ermutation-2DSt and k-( -, /?)-Cyclic- 
2DSt are polynomial time solvable. 
Proof. In the following we give only the proof for k-(-, /?)-Permutation-2DSt. Let 
k E N and /3 E N be given. Then, let L be a set of strings with length< k over an al- 
phabet C. W.1.o.g. let the graph G*(L) be connected and have maximum degree< 2kp. 
[If G*(L) is not connected then perform the following algorithm for each compo- 
nent of G*(L). If there exists a node of degree > 2kj3 then there can be no partial 
strong (-, P)-permutation-L-partition of C. It can be tested in polynomial time whether 
G*(L) has maximum degree< 2kj. The components of G*(L) can be found in time 
O(maxM l~l~)l. 
Observe that since all nodes in G*(L) have degree< 2k/?, we have for each subset 
X of C of size< j3 that IN(X)1 < 2kj12 holds. Hence, there are at most ( ‘;I ) . 22kD2 = 
0( [Cl”) different active regions of G*(L) and therefore at most as many equivalence 
classes of strong partial (-, B)-permutation-L-partitions of C. 
Our algorithm is essentially a breadth-first-search in the set of all partial strong 
(-, P)-permutation-L-partitions of C. The algorithm uses the following data structures: 
1. A queue Q with active regions as elements. 
2. An array A that contains for each active region r a component A[r] with two 
records A[r].free and A[r].examined. A[r].examined is a Boolean variable that is 
set to TRUE if Y is examined the first time by the algorithm. A[r].fiee is the 
set C-(basis of r) if A[r].examined is TRUE. Otherwise, A[r].examined is the 
empty set. 
Algorithm. Strong (-, /?)-permutation-L-partition 
Input: A set L of strings with length< k over an alphabet C such that the graph 
G*(L) is connected and has maximum degree< 2k/?. 
Output: “Yes” if there is a strong (-, b)-permutation-L-partition of C. 
“No” otherwise. 
Method. 
(1) Let Q be the queue with the only element (0,0). 
Set A[(@, B)].examined := TRUE and set A[r].exumined := FALSE for all active 
regions r # (0,0). 
Set A[(0, B)].fiee := C and set A[r].fiee := 0 for all active regions r # (0,0). 
Compute G*(L). 
(2) If Q is empty then output “No” and STOP 
else let r be the first active region in Q and remove r from Q. 
(3) Let r := (X’,X). 
For each nonempty set Y cA[r].jkee that is independent in G*(L), has size< j?, 
and that contains at least one element of N(X) if (X/,X) # (0,0) do 
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(a) Compute Y’ = N(Y) n (X’ u X) and set s := (Y’, Y). 
(b) Examine whether the following two conditions hold: 
(i) For all strings S E L that contain a character from X either all characters 
of 5’ are contained in the set X’ UX or there exists a character in S that 
is contained in Y. 
(ii) A[s].examined = FALSE. 
If (i) and (ii) hold then perform step (c): 
(c) Set A[s].free := A[r].fiee - Y. 
If A[s].fiee = 0 then output “Yes” and STOP 
else set A[s].examined := TRUE and put s at the rear of Q. 
Go to step 2. 
Let us now consider the correctness of the algorithm. At the beginning of step 3 
Y is an active region of a partial strong (-, j?)-permutation-l-partition of C with basis 
C - A[r].fiee. Further, A[r].fiee # 0. 
In step 3 of the algorithm for each set Y ~A[r].fiee it is examined if there is a 
partial strong (-, p)-permutation-L-partition of C of the form Zi, Z2,. . . , Z,,X, Y for a 
t E N with basis Y u Z - A[r].fiee such that the partial strong (-, /I)-permutation-L- 
partition Zi, Z,, . . . , Z,,X of C has active region (X1,X). A necessary condition for this 
is that ]Y] 6 fl and that Y is an independent set in G*(L). Further, if X # 0 then Y 
must contain at least one element of N(X) [If this is not the case, then Zl,Zz,. . . ,Z,,X 
is not feasible. This follows from the fact that G*(L) is connected and A[r].free # 0. 
Y will not be examined further]. If this is the case, then Zr,Zz, . . ,Z,,X, Y is a partial 
strong (-, /I)-permutation-L-partition of C iff the condition (b) (i) of step 3 holds (This 
follows from the definition of a partial strong permutation-l-partition of C). 
If condition (b) (i) of step 3 holds, then (Y’, Y) is the active region of Zl,Z,, . . . , Z,,, 
X, Y. By Proposition 2 we have that each partial strong (-, /?)-permutation-L-partition 
of C has basis Y U C - A[r].free. Step 3 (c) is performed if (Y’, Y) was still not 
examined. If A[r].free - Y = 8 then Zr,Z2 , . . . , Z,, X, Y is a strong (-, /?)-permutation- 
L-partition of C. Otherwise, A[(Y’, Y)].f ree = A[r].fiee - Y and (Y’, Y) is put at the 
end of Q. 
We now consider the time requirements of the algorithm. Let n = ICI. 
Step 1 takes O(nfi) time. 
Step 2 is performed at most once for each active region (observe that each active 
region is inserted at most once in the queue Q); this can be done in time 0( 1). Hence, 
step 2 can be done altogether in O(nb) time. 
Step 3 is performed for each active region at most once. We assume that G*(L) 
is stored in a suitable way, e.g. as an array A’ that has a component A’[a] for each 
character a E C. A’[u] contains the neighbors (there are at most 2k of them) of a in 
G*(L). Each time step 3 is performed (with the exception of the first time - when 
(X/,X) = (0,0)) the operations (a), (b) and eventually (c) are performed for at most 
2kf12d-’ = O(&‘) different sets. Step (b) can be done in time O(nB). Steps (a) and 
(c) can be done in time 0( 1). 
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Altogether, the algorithm requires for all executions of step 3 at most (O(nb) + 
O( 1)) + O(nP). (O(nP-1) + O( 1)) = O(n ‘B-‘) time. The algorithm can thus take time 
O(n2B-I). 
Remark. 1. It is not difficult to modify the algorithm in a way that it actually constructs 
a strong (-, /?)-permutation-L-partition Xd,Xd-1, . . . ,X1, d E N of Z. 
2. A minor change of the algorithm “strong (-, /3)-permutation-L-partition” gives a 
polynomial time algorithm that outputs “Yes” for a set L of strings with length 6 k over 
an alphabet C for which the graph G*(L) is connected and has maximum degree < 2k/? 
if there is a strong (-,/3)-cyclic-L-partition of Z. Otherwise, the algorithm outputs 
“No”. It is only necessary to replace step 3 (b) (i) by the following step: 
For all strings S E L that contain a character s from X either all characters of S 
are contained in the set X’ U X or the character that is to the right of s in S with 
respect to the cyclic ordering is contained in Y. q 
In the next lemma we show that (-,S = 2)-CycZic-2DSt is NP-complete. In the 
proof we make a reduction from a problem that we introduce explicitely to make the 
proof more vividly, namely it is the Box Filling problem. We show that Box Filling 
is NP-complete. 
Definition 9. A box is a rectangle that is in one of two states: empty or filled (see 
Fig. 1). 
A row R is a (nonempty) sequence of boxes Bl, B2, . . , Bl (see Fig. 2). 
Let .5%? = R,,R2, . . . , R, be a sequence of rows. A wire W connects box B of a row 
Ri to a box B’ of a row Rj, i < j. Box B is the startbox of W and box B’ is the 
endbox of W. Each wire has a weight w, where w E N or w is equal to “l(+l ),’ (see 
Fig. 3). 
Let w be a set of wires that connect boxes of 9’. A jilling of a is a function 
that assigns to each box of W a state, i.e. empty or filled. To each filled box there is 
assigned exactly one of the wires in w; the wire that filled the box. A filling of W 
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is feasible for wire W E 9T connecting a box B of the row Ri to a box B’ of the row 
Rj if the following holds: 
II a 1 I1 I 1 1 1 ram I 
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Fig. 4. 
Case 1: W has weight w E N: There is an integer I E [0 : w] such that W has filled 
exactly the I boxes to the left of its startbox B (B included) in Ri and the w - 1 boxes 
to the right of its endbox B’ (B’ included) in Rj. 
Case 2: W has weight l( + 1) (which means that W fills one box, namely B or B’, 
plus one box neighbored to it): Exactly one of the following cases holds 
i. W has filled exactly the two boxes to the left of B; 
ii. W has filled exactly the two boxes to the right of B; 
iii. W has filled exactly the two boxes to the left of B’; 
iv. W has filled exactly the two boxes to the right of B’. 
Example 3. There are four feasible fillings possible for W with weight 3 (see 
Fig. 4). 
There are four feasible fillings possible for W with weight l(+l ) (see Fig. 5). 
A filling f of 9 is feasible for a set -llr of wires if f is feasible for all W E TT. 
Definition 10. Box Filling: 
Instance: A sequence 9 of rows and a set w of wires that connect boxes in 9. 
Question: Is there a feasible filling for w? 
Proposition 3. Box Filling is NP-complete. 
Proof. Obviously, Box Filling is in NP. We reduce exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT without 
negated variables to Box Filling. Let a set V = { Ct, CZ, . . . , Cm} of clauses with size 
3 and without negated variables over a set V = {uI,v~, . . . , v,} of variables be an 
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instance of exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT. For i E [I : n] let ri be the number of clauses 
that contain vi. We construct an instance of Box Filling: For each variable vi E V we 
define a sequence J%2i of four rows Rj, RI’, RF, Rf and four wires W,U’, WF”, Wf”, WFrrrr 
that will determine a truth assignment of the variables (see Fig. 6). 
Note: The rows Ry,RP and Rf consist of exactly ri + 1 boxes each. 
For each clause Ch = {Vi,Uj, vk}, i < j < k we define a sequence of six rows WC, 
= RC.’ RC,2 Ry and four wires WE’, WC”, W:“‘, Wf”” (see Fig. 7). 
Inh aAdkk,‘;de following wires are defined: For each clause Ch = {Vi, Vj, v&} E %? de- 
fine a set of six wires “11Th = { W:‘ch, W:““, W:,‘“, @F’“, @:‘ch, #$‘“} where ti (tj, tk) 
is the number of clauses in the set {Cl, C2,. . . , ch} which contain Vi (respectively, Vj, 
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Fig. 9 
Uk), and the wires are defined as follows (see Fig. 8): 
I@,‘” connects Bf’ of R/ to BtFh. 
‘t,,c* 
wi connects B: of RJ to B,““. 
Wtk,ch connects Bf of RH to BP. k 
@tf’>Ch 
-: c,, 
connects fi!’ of Rf to l$“. 
W/” 
-: 
connects Bj’ of Rj” to B,““. 
EF’” connects @ of Rl to BF. 
The wires in the set ?Yh, h E [I : m] are connected as indicated in Fig. 9 with the 
rows in C%i, i E [l : n]. 
Now let W be the sequence .%tg~ . . .9?,&, 92~~ . . . 92~~. Let the set of wires w be 
{ w,D’, v”, Wt”, Wf”’ 1 i E [l : n]} U {W,“‘, Wf”, Wf”‘, Wf”” 1 h E [l : m]} U W1 U 
w”~U...UWm. 
We show: 
There is a filling of W that is feasible for w iff there is a V satisfying truth 
assignment of V such that exactly one literal is true in each clause. 
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Fig. 11 
Assume, there exists a filling of .B! that is feasible for dir. It is not difficult to show 
the following: 
(1) For each i E [l : n] holds: The wires WF’, W,V”, Wf”, WY”” can fill the boxes 
of the rows Ry,Rf,Ri,Ry in only two different ways (recall that a box can be filled by 
at most one wire) (see Fig. 10). 
This determines a truth assignment of V. In the former case vi is false and in the 
second one vi is true. In the former (second) case the wires in the sets WA, h E [l : m] 
which have their startbox in the row Ry (respectively, RY) must fill their endbox. Such 
an endbox is contained in one of the boxes Ry or Ry (respectively, R:‘,RhC,2 or 
Ry) for a h E [l : m]. 
(2) For each clause ch = {Vi,Vj,vk} E V, i < j < k holds: The wires W,,,‘, Whc” 
can fill the boxes of the rows RhC,‘, Ry, Ry in only three different ways (see Fig. 11). 
We derive (considering the wires ?VJ,, h E [l : m]) that in each clause is at most 
one true literal. 








(3) For each clause, ch = {vi, Vi, vk} E 97, i < j < k holds: The wires W,f”‘, W,f”” 
can fill the rows Ry,RhC,5,Ry in at most three different ways such that at least two 
of the boxes - the endboxes of the wires Wi - “ch, Ff$fh, mt’” - are empty (see Fig. 
12). 
Hence, in each clause there can be at most two false literals. Altogether, we conclude 
that there is exactly one true variable in each clause. 
Now, the other direction of the proof is not difficult to show using the arguments 
above. 0 
Lemma 9. (-, /?)-CycZic-2DSt is NP-complete for fl 2 2. 
Proof. We show this for b = 2. The proof for j > 2 is similar. We reduce the 
Box Filling problem to our problem. Let an instance of Box Filling be given, i.e. a 
sequence W = RlR2 . . . R, of rows and a set ?V = { W,, WZ,. . . , Wm} of wires that 
connect boxes of rows in 9. Let ri be the number of boxes in Ri, i E [l : n] and 
r = cy=, ri. We construct a set of strings L over an alphabet C. 
First, we simulate the sequence of boxes. To this let 
T. = c!c? I , , . ..c. for i E [l : n], 
T = x1 Tlx2T2.. .~,T,,x,+~, T’ = Y~T~YzT~...Y,T~Y~+I. 
Let 5 be the set of all substrings with length two or three of the strings T and T’. 
The following statement (1) - which is not difficult to show - illustrates how 9 is 
simulated by the strings in F. Each “free place” in a set Xj in (1) corresponds to a 
box of a row in 9. 
(1) Let L be a set of strings over an alphabet C such that Y c L. Then, for each 
strong (-,2)-cyclic-L-partition Xl ,X2,. . , Xl of C there is an i E [l : I - r - n] 
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such that the following holds: 
Yl Y2 Y3 
Xl c1’ . . . C; X2 c; .., C;’ x3 . . . 
E -& EXi+l ,.. E Xi+rl E Xi+rj+l E Xi+r,+2 . . . E Xi+q+r2+2 E Xi+r,+r2+3 . . . 
Yll Yn+l 
. . . Al CA . . . C2 AZ+1 
. . . E X+n+r--r.-1 E x+n+r--r” . . * E X;.+n+r- 1 E Xi+n+r 
We use the following notion: For a string S = sls2 . . .st in which no character occurs 
twice the substring ~i+r, Si+Z , . . . ,Sj-l of S is denoted by S(,,) for 1 < i < j 6 p. 
For each wire FVh in the set w define a string &. If Wh has weight l(+ 1) then an 
additional string Sl, is defined. Let wh connect he pth box of the row Ri to the qth 
box of the row Rj, i < j. 
Case 1: wh has weight w E N. Then set 
,!$, = z1z2 h h . . *zh”T(cf,c,‘) 
Case 2: Wi has weight l(+ 1). Then set 
sh = z,: T(cf,c;) and SL = zizi. 
Observe that the string TIC;,C;j contains at least one character. Let L = y U {Sh,Sl 1 
h E [ 1 : m]; Si only if defined} and 
Z ={d 1 i E [l : ?l],j E [l : rj]}U {Xi,yi 1 i E [l : n + I]} 
U{zL ( h E [ 1 : m], i E [ 1 : w] if Wi has weight w E k4 or 
i E [l : 21 if Wi has weight l(+l)}. 
Now, it is not difficult to show that there exists a strong (-,2)-cyclic-L-partition 
of Z iff there is a filling of W that is feasible for %‘+. Notice that from (1) and by 
construction we have that each strong (-, 2)-cyclic-L-partition of C consists of exactly 
1 +n+r sets X,,& ,..., Xifrfn and that two such partitions can differ only in the sets 
containing the characters of the form zi. A character z; of a string Sh (respectively SL) 
can be contained in a set Xi only if the wire wh can fill the box that corresponds to 
the “free place” in Xj. 0 
The following three lemmas can be proved each by a reduction from the 3-partition 
problem. We give only the proof of Lemma 12 as an example. 
Lemma 10. (-,P)-Permutation-2DSt is NP-complete for /3 3 2. 
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Lemma 11. 3-(N,2)-Permutation-2DSt and 3-(N, 2)-Cyclic-2DSt are NP-complete. 
Lemma 12. 2-(N, /?)-Permutation-2DSt and 2-(N, p)-Cyclic-2DSt are NP-complete for 
B > 3. 
Proof. The proof is given only for B = 3. We reduce 3-Partition to our problem. 
Let B E N, A = {at,az ,..., a,,}, with n = 3m,m E N and for all i E [l : n] a size 
s(ai) E N with :B < s(ai) < ;B be an instance of 3-Partition. We construct a set 
L of strings with length two. The set L is defined implicitly with the help of some 
graphs Gi, i E [0 : n]. The nodes of the graphs will be the characters and for each 




For i E [ 1 : n] define Gi: 
& 1 c+-c-. . .-ci . 
Now, it is not difficult to show that there exists a strong (m(B+2)+4,3)-permutation- 
L-partition of C (where C is the set of all nodes of the n + 1 defined graphs Gi) iff 
there is a partition of A into sets At, AZ,. . . A,,, each of size 3 such that C,+, s(ai) = B 
for all i E [l : m]. 0 
Lemma 13. 2-(a,S)-Permutation-2DSt and 2-(a,S)-Cyclic-2DSt are polynomial time 
solvable for a < 3. 
Proof. The proof is given only for c1 = 3. Let L be a set of strings with length < 2 
over the alphabet C and p E N. Consider the graph G(L)’ = (C, E) where {a, b} E E 
iff ab E L or ba E L. Obviously, there can be a strong (3,/I)-permutation-L-partition 
of C only if G(L)’ is bipartite. It is known that this can be tested in polynomial time. 
Assume G is bipartite and let Gt, G2,. , Gk be the connected components of G(L)’ 
(the connected components can be found in polynomial time). 
Each component Gi of G(L)’ is bipartite, and the set of nodes of Gi can be partitioned 
in two independent sets Ai,Bi for i E [l : k]. Then, in a strong (3,B)-permutation-L- 
partition X,,&Xs of C the characters in Ai must be in Xt Ux, and the characters in Bi 
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must be in X2 or vice versa. Set ai = IAil and bi = ]Bi] for i E [ 1 : k]. Let the multiset 
A = {ai 1 i E [I : k]} U {bi 1 i E [l : k]}. Th en, there is a (3, /I)-permutation-L-partition 
of ,E iff there exists a subset I of [l : k] such that xi,, ai + CiE[1:kl_-I b, < 2p and 
CiEli:kl_-I ai + C,,[ bi < /?. This problem is essentially the Subset Sum problem which 
is polynomial time solvable if the size of the instance is the sum of the given integers 
PI. 0 
Lemma 14. (-, 1)-Cyclic-2DSt and (N, I)-Cyclic-2DSt are polynomial time solvable. 
Proof. This is not hard to show and is left to the reader. 0 
Lemma 15. (-, 1 )-Permutation-2DSt and (N, 1 )-Permutation-2DSt are polynomial 
time solvable. 
Proof. Let L be a set of strings over an alphabet C and c1 E N. Clearly, there is no 
(a, I)-permutation-L-partition of Z if CI < ICI. Therefore, assume CI 2 IZ). W.1.o.g. no 
character in C occurs twice in any string in L. (This can be tested in polynomial time 
and otherwise there exists no strong (-, 1)-permutation-L-partition of Z). 
Let A be a (LI x ICI matrix where each character in C corresponds to a column 
and each string in L corresponds to a row of the matrix. Let there be a one at a 
place in the matrix iff the character that corresponds to the column is contained in 
the string that corresponds to the row. Otherwise, there is a zero. There is a strong 
(CI, 1 )-permutation-L-partition of Z;, iff there exists a permutation of the columns of the 
matrix such that each row of the permuted matrix contains exactly one block of ones. 
This problem is known to be solvable in polynomial time. It is the problem to decide 
whether a (O,l)-matrix has the consecutive-ones-property (see[2]). 0 
Lemma 16. 2-(x, S)-Cyclic-2DSt and 2-(a, S)-Permutation-2DSt are NP-complete for 
G! >, 4. 
Proof. The proof is given only for c( = 4. We reduce the Balanced Complete Bipartite 
Subgraph problem to our problem. Given a bipartite graph G = (V,E) and an integer 
k 6 I VI, the Balanced Complete Bipartite Subgraph problem is to decide whether there 
are two disjoint subsets P’r , V2 c V with IV, I = I Vz( = k and such that u E Vi, U’ E V2 
implies {v, v’} E E (conf. [2]). Let V = {q, ~2,. . , u,}. W.1.o.g. we assume that n is 
even and G has bipartite sets A = {ur,v2 ,..., 04) and B = {v;+l,v;+2 ,..., u,} (i.e. 
A U B = V, A n B = 0 and all edges of G contain one vertex of A and one vertex of 
B). We construct a set L of strings with length 2 over an alphabet Z and an integer 
/I. Set 
L ={wixj I i E [l : in -k], j E [l : n + k]} 
U{xiyi I i E [l : n + k], j E [l : n + k]} 
U{yizj I i E [l : n + k], j E [l : in -k]} 
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U{uiuj 1 i E [l : 51 (‘. I e. ui E A), j E [z + 1 : n] (i.e. U, E B) and {Uirj} $ E} 
U{DiXj / i E [I : f] (i.e. Ui E A), ,i E [I : ?Z + k]} 
U{C,yj ( i E [$ + 1 1 ?Z] (i.e. ZIi E B), j E [l : ?I + k]}. 
Set 
C ={q 1 i E [l : n]}U {w, ) i E [l : in - it]} U {xi 1 i E [l : n + k]J 
U{yi 1 i E [I : n + k]} U {q 1 i E [l : in -Ii]}. 
Set p = +n. We show: 
There are two subsets VI, Vz c V with ) VI 1 = 1 Vzl = k and such that u E VI, u’ E V, 
implies {c’, u’} E E iff there is a strong (4, ,@-permutation-L-partition of Z. 
Let disjoint sets VI, VZ c V be given with I VI I = I V2( = k and such that u E VI, 
u’ E VZ implies {u, u’} E E. Clearly, VI CA and VZ CB or vice versa. W.1.o.g. let VI = 
{UI,U2,,.., Q}CA and V2 = {u;+~,u;+~,..., uq+k} c B. We define sets Mt,Ml,Ms,Md 
that form a strong (4,/I)-permutation-L-partition of C. Set 
Ml = {w,wz, . . . . W~,_~}U{~I,U2,...,Ukj 
M2 = {x1,x2,... >&+kI U {Vf+k+l,Ul+k+2,...,u~} 
M3 = {YlrY2,...,Yn+k) u {wc+l,uk+2>...,u~) 
M4 = {z,,z2 ,..., zi +t u {~;!+.14+2, .-.> c;+L?). 
Observe that IM1 I = lM2 1 = IM3 I = IM4 I = in holds. Note that VI c Ml and 
A - VI c M3 holds. Similarly, V2 c A44 and B - V2 c M2. Since u E VI, u’ E V2 implies 
{v, u’} E E we know from the construction that no string uu’ with u E VI and u’ E V2 
is in L. Now, it is easy to verify that M~,M~,MJ, M4 is a strong (4,b)-permutation-L- 
partition of C. 
Let MI,M~,MwI~~ be a strong (4,/I’)-permutation-L-partition of C. Let G’(L) = 
(V’, E’) be the graph with nodeset V’ = C and edgeset E’ defined by: {u, u’} E E’ iff 
t.u’ E L or u’z: E L. 
By the construction, each character xi has 3n > fl neighbors in G’(L), i E [ 1 : ntk]. 
We conclude that Xi must be in M2 or Ms, i E [ 1 : n + k]. The same holds for each 
character yi, i E [l : II + k]. Characters xi and y, cannot be in the same set of the 
partition since Xiyj E L for all i, j E [l : n + k]. Hence, 
{Xi IiE[l :n+k]}CMI and {y, I i E [ 1 : n + k]} c M3 or vice versa. (1) 
W.1.o.g. assume {xi 1 i E [l : n + k]} c M2. Then, by construction A c Ml U M3 and 
BcM~ UM4. From (1) we get 
At least k elements of A must be in Mt. 
At least k elements of B must be in Ma. 
(2) 
(3) 
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Table 2 
Cyclic 2-Dimensional String: 
Table 3 
Permutation 2-Dimensional String 
Shaded regions exclude cases which do not make sense. 
Define Vi’ = {ui ) i E [I : 51, vi E MI} and Vi = {ui 1 i E [: + 1 : n], ui E Mb}. By (2) 
and (3) we have IVi( > k and JVz( 2 k. Let Vi c V,l and VZ c Vi with [PiI = lVZl = k. 
For all Ui, Vj with ai E Vi, vj E V2 there can be no string in L and thus {ei, ai} E E. 
0 
Corollary 1. 24 -, S)-Permutation-2DSt and 2-( -, S)-Cyclic-2DSt are NP-complete. 
Proof. The construction in the proof of Lemma 16 can be used to show this result. 
We omit the details. Cl 
Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results of this section. Our results show that for 
Permutation-2DSt and Cyclic-2DSt the same results hold. In general, most of the prob- 
lems are hard for strings of length< 3 unless S is a constant. For strings of length< 2, 
some of the problems which are hard for strings of length 3 become polynomial time 
solvable. 
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6. Cyclic-2DSe and Permutation-2DSe 
In this final section we address the cyclic permutation and arbitrary permutation 
variants of the problem to find weak L-partitions of C for a set of strings L over 
an alphabet C. In general, we will see that the Permutation 2-Dimensional Sequence 
problems are sometimes easier than the Permutation 2-Dimendional String problems 
if strings can have length more than two. For the cyclic variants we can make a 
contradictory statement. For strings of length two there are cases where the sequence 
problems are easier and other cases where they are harder than the corresponding string 
problems. 
Lemma 17. Permutation-2DSe and (-, S)-Permutation-2DSe are polynomial time 
solvable. 
Proof. Let L be a set of strings over the alphabet C. Each partition of C into sets with 
only one element is a weak permutation-L-partition of C. 0 
Corollary 2. 2-Cyclic-2DSe and 2-( -, S)-Cyclic-2DSe are polynomial time solvable. 
Proof. A direct consequence of Lemma 17. 0 
Lemma 18. 3-Cyclic-2DSe and 3-(-,/?)-Cyclic-2DSe are NP-complete for p > 1. 
Proof. First observe that for any set of strings L over an alphabet C there is a weak 
cyclic-L-partition of Z iff there is a weak (-, I)-cyclic-L-partition of Z. The last prob- 
lem is essentially the same as the Cyclic Ordering problem (i.e. these problems are 
polynomially equivalent) and is thus NP-complete. The Cyclic Ordering problem asks 
whether for a set C of triples of distinct elements from a set C there exists a one- 
to-one function f : C -+ [l : ICI] such that for each (a, b,c,) E C we have either 
.f(a) < f(b) < f(c) or f(c) < f(a) < f(b) or f(b) < f(c) < f(a) PI. q 
Lemma 19. (a, -)-Permutation-2DSe, (a, S)-Permutation-2DSe, (CI, -)-Cyclic-ZDSe, 
and (LX, S)-Cyclic-2DSe are polynomial time solvable for c( < 2. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5 since these problems are the same as the corre- 
sponding problems for 2DSt. 0 
Lemma 20. 2-(a, -)-Permutation-2DSe and 2-(~7, -)-Cyclic-2DSe are NP-complete 
for cx 2 3. 
Proof. The proof is given for CI = 3. We reduce not-all-equal 3-SAT to our problem. 
Let a set %? = {Cl, C2, . . . , Cm} of clauses of size 3 over a set V = {ui,uz,...,u,} of 
variables be an instance of not-all-equal 3-SAT. We construct a set L of strings with 
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length 2 over an alphabet Z. Set C = {a} U {oh, I?), 1 h E [l : n]} U {cL,cf,, ci 1 p E [l : 
ml}. For h E [ 1 : n] define 
Th = avh, Ti = a&,, T; = v,&. 
For each ChSe CP = {Xh,Xi,Xj} E c, h < i < j where Xh = uh, if uh E C,, and 
XJ, = & if 6h E C, (analOgOUSly for Xi,Xj) define 
S:, = X,,c;, Sf, = XiC2,, Si = XjCi, 
S4 = c’c2 
P P P’ 
SS = ClC3 
P P P’ 
~6 = C2C3 
P P P’ 
We show: 
There is a 59 satisfying truth assignment of V iff a weak (3, -)-permutation-L- 
partition of C exists. 
Let a %? satisfying truth assignment of V be given. Set 
& = {xh 1 xh = v,,, if v,, iS true, and Xh = 2)h, if t+, iS false; h E [ 1 : TZ]}, 
x3 = {xh 1 xh = v,,, if v/, is false, and Xh = fi,,, if v,, is true; h E [l : n]}. 
It is easy to see that we can add the characters cb,c$ci, p E [l : m] in a suit- 
able way to the sets Xi,X2,X3 such that we get a weak (3, -)-permutation-L-partition 
of c. 
On the other hand, let Xr,&,X3 be a weak (3, -)-permutation-L-partition of C. Due 
to the strings Th, TL, T[ h E [l : n] we have that there are indices i, j E [ 1 : 31, i # j 
such that 
(a) {vh,t?h 1 h E [l : n]} CXi UXj; 
(b) One of ah, fib is in Xi and the other is in Xj for all h E [l : n]. 
Set uh true if vh E Xi, and false if ah E Xj for h E [l : n]. This iS a %? Satisfy- 
ing truth assignment of Y [Because otherwise there must be a C, E ‘8 such that all 
literals in C, are false or all are true. W.1.o.g. let the former be the case. The charac- 
ters cb, ci, c; must occur in different sets of the partition due to the strings Si, Ss, S:. 
Hence, one of these characters is contained in Xj. By the strings Sj,S&Ss we get a 
contradiction]. 0 
Lemma 21. (N,b)-Permutation-2DSe is polynomial time solvable for /3 6 2. 
Proof. We prove this for p = 2. The case B = 1 is trivial. Let a set L of strings 
over an alphabet C = {vi, 02,. . . , v,} and an integer CI be given. Let L’ be the set of 
all subsequences with length two of the strings in L. Obviously, a partition of Z is 
a weak permutation-l-partition iff it is a weak permutation-l’-partition. Therefore, we 
can assume w.1.o.g. that all strings in L have length two. 
Let G(L) be the graph with nodeset C and edgeset E where {a, b} E E iff ab $Z L 
andba@Lfora,bEC,a#b. 
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It is well known that it is possible to find in polynomial time a matching E’ = 
{el, e2,. . , e,} c E of maximal size in G(L) (A matching is a subset E’ of the edgeset 
E such that no two different edges in E’ have a common node). W.1.o.g. let UiEIi:ml ei = 
{ui,uz,. . ,Q~}. Now let Xl = ei,X2 = e2,. . . , X,,,=e,andX,+i=vifori~[2m+l: 
n]. It is easily verified that Xl ,X2,. . . , X,_, is a weak permutation-L-partition of C 
with a minimal number of sets each of size 2. Consequently, there exists a weak 
(tl, 2)-permutation-L-partition of C iff CI > n - m. 0 
Corollary 3. 2-(N,/?)-Cyclic-2DSe is polynomial time solvable for /I d 2. 
Proof. A direct consequence of Lemma 21. 0 
Lemma 22. 3-(N, /?)-Cyclic-2DSe is NP-complete for /? 2 1 
Proof. For /I = 1 this problem is essentially the 3-Cyclic Shortest CommonSuper - 
sequence problem. The 3-CycIicShortestCommonSupersequence is the problem to de- 
cide whether for a given set L of strings with length< 3 and integer CI there exists 
a string S with length< CI such that a cyclic permutation of each string in L is a 
subsequence of S. This problem is NP-complete (see [5]). 0 
Lemma 23. 2-(N, fl)-Permutation-2DSe and 2-(N, p)-Cyclic-2DSe are NP-complete 
for /I > 3. 
Proof. We reduce exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT without negated variables to our prob- 
lem. Let a set %? = {Cl, Cz,. . . , C,,,} of clauses of size 3 without negated variables over 
the set V = {ui,~,..., v,} of variables be an instance of exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT. 
Let kj, be the number of clauses in %? that contain vh, h E [l : n]. w.1.o.g. let kh be a 
multiple of 3, i.e. kh = 3/h for an lh E N and h E [l : n]. Then, m = 31 for an 1 E N. 
We construct a set L of strings with length 2 over an alphabet C. 
Let Z = {Ci 1 i E [l : m]} U {I$,@ 1 h E [l : n], j E [l : kh]}. Since IC/ = 211, in 
every (71,3)-partition Xi,X2,...,X71 of C each set Xi, i E [l : 711 has size 3. 
Remark. L is constructed in such a manner that for every weak (71,3)-permutation- 
L-partition Xi ,X2, . . . , X71 of C and for each h E [l : n] holds that under the sets 
x1,x2,..., X7, there are either 
Case 1: The sets {c~,,~~~1,~~~2},{c~~r~~~1,~~~2},...,{c~~~,~~~1,~~~2} where Ci,,Ci,, 
. . . , Ciih are the clauses containing uh. This corresponds to the case when ah is true. 
or 
Case 2: The sets {y~l,~~‘i,l,~~‘h’i,l} and {y~,~~‘~‘~,y~‘~+‘+~~‘~‘~‘~} for i E [l : lh]. 
This corresponds to the case when Uh is false. 
For each clause C,, p E [l : m] and Uh E C,, h E [ 1 : n] define 
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sh = c vth,l 
P,l Ph’ 
where th is the number of clauses in the set {Cl, Cz, . . . , C,} containing uh. 
For h E [l : n] and i E [ 1 : IA] define 
i 1 Ih+i,l T;$ = II; vh i 1 2[*+i,l T& = vi v/, Ti,l = uIh+i,l u21h+i,l h,3 h h 
i,2 i,2 [),+i.2 
Th.l = ‘h ‘h 
Ti,2 = vi,2V2/h+l+imod1~,2 
h,2 h h 
Ti,2 = y[h+i,2y2/h+1+imOdlh,2 
h,3 h h 
Let 1 = {$, , $2, si,3 JpE[l:m],hE[l: ] 7I,vh E cp}u{T$Tjj 1 h E [I : n],i E 
[l : lh],j E [l : 31). By the help of 1 we define L such that two characters x, y E C, 
x # y can only be elements of the same set of a permutation-l-partition of Z iff there 
is a string in t containing x and y: 
L = {xy 1x,y E c;x # y;xy fG,yx $a}. 
We show: 
There is a %? satisfying truth assignment of V such that in each clause there is 
exactly one true literal iff a weak (71,3)-permutation-l-partition of C exists. 
Let a V satisfying truth assignment of V be given such that in each clause there 
is exactly one true literal. Then, it is easy to construct a weak (71,3)-permutation- 
L-partition of C by considering our remark from the beginning of the proof. 
Now, let a weak (71,3)-permutation-L-partition Xl,&, . . . ,X71 of C be given, By a 
simple counting argument we have: 
All sets Xi, i E [l : 711 have size 3. (4) 
By construction and (4) we have: 
Each set Xi, j E [l : 711 is of the form (5) 
Claim 1. For all h E [l : n] and all i E [l : I& rf I_(‘~+~’ and vfh+iP2 are not in the 
same set of the partition then we can jind the following sets in the partition 
Proof. Assume v~‘~+~~’ and viik+i22 are not in the same set of the partition. 
By the construction only the characters cp, vf;‘, vt+lY1 and u:‘nfi12 can be in the same 
set of the partition as v~bfi,l where vh E C, and Vh is contained in 2&, + i of the 
clauses Cl, C2,. . . , C,. Since by (4) the sets which contain v;‘~+~~’ have size 3, and 
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u~‘~‘~,’ is by our assumption not in the same set, and cp is not contained in the same 
set as 0:’ or uP+~,~, the following result follows: 
There is a set {t$, up+“‘, u;‘~‘~“} under the sets Xi,&, . . . ,X71. (6) 
In the same way we derive the following: 
under the sets Xr,&, . ,X71. (7) 
But then, the characters u~+(i+‘h-2)mod”‘,1 and v~+‘i+‘h-2)mod’h’2 are not contained 
in the same set. With similar arguments we derive that the set {u,!+(~+‘~-~)“‘~~‘~,‘, 
Ih+l+(i+l,,--2)modlh,l 2lh+l+(i+lh-2)modlh,I 
‘h ’ ‘h } occurs in the partition. This implies 
The ,_haracters v~[h+l+(i+lh-2)modlh,1 and v~lh+l+(i+lh-2)modlh,2 are not 
contained in the same set of the partition. (8) 





= Vh are not in the same set of the partition. From this we 
derived (8). It is now straightforward to proceed by induction and the claim follows. 
0 
Proof of Lemma 6.9 (ConcZusion). By (5) and the claim follows that our remark from 
the beginning of the proof holds. If we set uh E V true if the first case in the remark 
holds and false otherwise we get a ‘3 satisfying truth assignment of V such that there 
is exactly one true literal in each clause. 0 
The results of this section are summarized in Tables 4 and 5. The Permutation-2DSe 
is polynomial time solvable if N is unrestricted, N is at most 2, or S is at most 2. 
Otherwise, the problem is hard. For Cyclic-2DSe there are only some polynomial cases 
if the length of the strings is at most 2. 
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We have studied the complexity of several variants of the 2-Dimensional Consecutive 
Sets problem. The complexity of all our problems was characterized with respect o 
restrictions on the length of the given strings as well as the size and the number of the 
sets in the partition of the alphabet. It remains open whether the 2-(N,2)-Pernrutation- 
2DSt problem is NP-complete or not. 2-(N,2)-Permutation-2DSt is the problem to find 
for a given set L of strings with length two over an alphabet C a permutation of Z 
into a sequence of at most k sets, each of size 2, such that the characters of each 
string in L occur in two neighbored sets of the sequence. The algorithms in this paper 
are certainly not optimal. Further work may yield faster algorithms. It would also be 
of interest o find fast approximation algorithms for the NP-complete cases. 
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